This paper focuses on network pruning for image retrieval acceleration. Prevailing image retrieval works target at the discriminative feature learning, while little attention is paid to how to accelerate the model inference, which should be taken into consideration in real-world practice. The challenge of pruning image retrieval models is that the middle-level feature should be preserved as much as possible. Such different requirements of the retrieval and classification model make the traditional pruning methods not that suitable for our task. To solve the problem, we propose a new Progressive Local Filter Pruning (PLFP) method for image retrieval acceleration. Specifically, layer by layer, we analyze the local geometric properties of each filter and select the one that can be replaced by the neighbors. Then we progressively prune the filter by gradually changing the filter weights. In this way, the representation ability of the model is preserved. To verify this, we evaluate our method on two widely-used image retrieval datasets, i.e., Oxford5k and Paris6K, and one person re-identification dataset, i.e., Market-1501. The proposed method arrives with superior performance to the conventional pruning methods, suggesting the effectiveness of the proposed method for image retrieval.
Introduction
Image representation learned by Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has become dominant in image retrieval, due to the discriminative power. However, training and testing the CNN-based model usually demands expensive computation resources for the fast calculation. It remains challenging for CNN-based applications to the platforms with limited resources, e.g., cellphones and self-driving cars. To accelerate the inference, researchers resort to simplifying the CNNbased model to find a trade-off between performance and efficiency [Li et al., 2016; He et al., 2017; He et al., 2018 ; * Work done during the visiting at University of Technology Sydney Figure 1: A comparison between the conventional global centerbased methods and the proposed method. In (a) the circles denote the filters, where lines denote the distance of filters to the geometric center. For global center-based methods, only the filters (with long lines) far away from the geometric center are kept, while our method prunes filters according to the local relationships to the neighbors. (b) shows the three distributions of different methods. The one generated by global center-based methods (middle) is quite different from the original filter distribution (left), while our method (right) properly maintain the original filter distribution. Frankle and Carbin, 2018] . However, the existing network pruning methods mostly target the image classification problem. Pruning image retrieval models remains underexplored. In this paper, we intend to fill the gap, and focus on network pruning methods for image retrieval acceleration. Compared with the image classification model, of which the output is a discrete category, the image retrieval task aims at learning continuous features. Therefore, image retrieval model is sensitive to the pruning operation in nature, which would lead to unexpected feature distribution changes. This paper addresses two main challenges in pruning image retrieval models. First, it is critical to preserve the geometry structure of filters in the original model, i.e., the filter relation of the pruned model should be the same as the original model. The existing methods mainly adopt the global center-based pruning approaches, which rank the filters according to the distance to the geometric center [Li et al., 2016; He et al., 2018; He et al., 2019] . However, as shown in Fig.1(b) , they suffer from destroying the original filter distribution. The pruning procedure of our method and global center-based methods are illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . We could observe that the global center-based methods tend to prune filters closed to the geometric center, resulting in a great change in filter distributions ( Fig.1(b) , middle), while our method ( Fig.1(b) , right) can properly maintain the original filter distributions ( Fig.1(b) , left).
Second, maintaining the representation ability during pruning remains challenging. The "lottery" mechanism [Frankle and Carbin, 2018; Sun et al., 2019] proposes to drop specific channels and argues that the key is in the weight initialization. Iterative training and rewinding is necessary for this line of methods. In this way, the models of different iterations usually have totally different feature spaces from the original model. In parallel, some pruning techniques [He et al., 2018; He et al., 2019] argue that the devil is in the training process and drop the weight by deploying dynamic masks. The masks directly set the redundant filters to zeros, which also affects the learned feature space largely. In this paper, we start from a well-trained model and remove redundant filters by decreasing the weight scale gradually. It could be viewed as one mild pruning method instead of setting the filter to zeros immediately. The model representation ability, therefore, is preserved, especially for the high-proportion pruning demands.
In an attempt to overcome the above-mentioned challenges, we propose Progressive Local Filter Pruning (PLFP) to accelerate CNN models for image retrieval. 1) To maintain the distribution of the original model, we propose the local filter pruning criterion, which is different from conventional global-based criteria. The proposed method preserves the filter distribution of the original model. 2) Different from existing methods, we do not prune the model with zero masks or retrain the model from lottery initialization. Instead, we leverage the well-trained model and adopt one progressive pruning policy by changing the weight scales. To summarize, this paper has the following contributions.
• We propose to leverage the local geometric properties of the filter distribution. Thanks to the local similarity, we iteratively find the redundant filters which could be replaced by the neighbor filters. Therefore, the proposed pruning method could preserve the geometry structure of filters in the original model, even when a large proportion of filters is removed.
• As a minor contribution, we also propose a simple filter weight decreasing strategy to prune the filters progressively. Albeit simple, the progressive pruning allows the pruned model to recover the representation capability, especially when dropping a large proportion of filters. The ablation study also verifies the effectiveness of the progressing pruning. et al., 2014] proposes to leverage the well-trained image classification model and fine-tune the model to preserve the common knowledge for image retrieval tasks. The CNN also demands large-scale training data. Therefore, [Radenović et al., 2018] proposes to utilize the 3D model to help data collection, which could greatly save the cost of manual annotation. Besides, on some sub-tasks of image retrieval, such as person re-identification [Zheng et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2017] , CNN also largely improves the preformance. Although the CNN-based feature has shown the effectiveness on the image retrieval tasks, little attention is paid to the computational cost of the image retrieval model. Network Acceleration. There are several previous works on accelerating CNNs, such as matrix decomposition [Jaderberg et al., 2014] , quantization methods [Gong et al., 2014; Han et al., 2015a; Rastegari et al., 2016] , knowledge distillation [Hinton et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2018] , and network pruning methods [He et al., 2018] . Among them, pruning methods have attracted much attention as they can properly reduce computation cost and accelerate the inference by removing unnecessary filters or connections. According to the pruning policy, previous pruning methods can be roughly categorized into hard-pruning and soft-pruning methods. The early research on hard-pruning starts at the brain damage [Le-Cun et al., 1990 ] and brain surgeon [Hassibi et al., 1994] techniques. [Han et al., 2015b] removes connections with low-weight, while [Li et al., 2016] determines the importance of filters by the l 1 -norm values. Another line of pruning method, soft-pruning, is a sort of training compatibility method. Soft-pruning does not drop the pruned filters immediately but utilizes a dynamic mask to set candidate filters to zeros temporally. The critical filters could be recovered later [He et al., 2018] . The method also could be smoothly embedded into the training framework of traditional CNN models. However, the soft-pruning methods still drop the filter via setting the weights to zeros and may largely compromise the well-trained weight from the original model, especially when pruning a large number of filters.
Methodology

Preliminaries
As shown in Fig. 2 , we briefly illustrate the pruning process for a single convolutional layer. Our method first selects the redundant filters by the local geometry relationships. More details are provided in Section 3.2. The candidate filters are Figure 2 : The geometry interpretation of the proposed method. Given a pretrained model, for a specific layer (the second layer in this example), we first calculate the local geometric properties for every filter and select redundant filters (orange filled circles) with small local power (more details are in Section 3.3). Then we deploy the filter weight decreasing policy to adjust the scale of the selected filters (orange filled squares). We iteratively re-sample candidate filters and fine-tune the model to give the wrong-selected filters chances to be rectified (green filled square), till the weight of redundant filters gradually converges to zeros. Finally, we could obtain a slim model after removing the zero-weight filters.
not immediately dropped. Instead, we adopt the weight decreasing policy in Section 3.3 to decrease the weight scale of selected filters. In this way, we progressively decrease the impact of the candidate filters on the network. Meanwhile, some wrong-selected filters could have chances of recovering to the original scale in the following training process.
Local Filter Selection
as the weight matrix of the l-th convolutional layer, where C l out and C l in denote the number of the output channels and the input channels, respectively. K l is the kernel size. We intend to find redundant filters, which could be replaced by other filters. To this end, we reshape the weights W l as C l out × L l with L l = C l in × K l × K l . We could view the weights of the l-th layer W l as a set of filters W l = [w l 1 , w l 2 , · · · , w l C l out ], where w l i is the i-th filter with the length of L l . Local Geometry. We intend to find redundant filters according to the mutual information. Inspired by previous works on the local manifold learning [Yang et al., 2011; Li et al., 2017] , which aim at locality structure exploring, we argue that the local geometry of filters could reflect more accurate mutual information. Instead of considering the relationship between all filters, we focus on the local geometry between neighbor filters. Intuitively, if one filter shares similar local properties with the neighbors, the filter could be replaced by the neighbor filters. For the i-th filter w l i of the l-th layer, we denote the neighbor filter set as N (w l i ) consisting of the k nearest neighbors of w l i . We could formulate the local property of the filter as:
where ψ(w, w l i ) denotes the distance function to model the local relationships between w and w l i . Specifically, we deploy the L 2 distance ψ(w, w l i ) = ||w − w l i || 2 . Based on the previous analysis, we intend to prune filters that obtain the small local power to preserve the original filter distribution of the network. Concretely, given the pruning rate P l for the l-th layer, we want to obtain the optimal filter subset after pruning m = P l × C l out filters. The objective could be formulated as:
where s is a filter selection vector. If s i equals to 1, the filter w l i will remain, otherwise, the filter is pruned. Note that every time we change the filter selection s, some filters are pruned and the local neighbor relationship is also changed. To solve the Eq.
(2), one naive way is to sort filters according to the local geometry distance D(w l (i) ), and then select m filters with the smallest local power. However, this way may lead to an elimination of filters in the most dense area. Meanwhile, the filter selection s may be sub-optimal. To optimize the objective, we propose to update the filter selection in an iterative way. Specifically, we sample one filter in W l according to Eq. (2), re-evaluate the local power of each remaining filter, and repeat the optimization procedure till m filters are sampled. If there are two or more filters obtaining the same local geometry distance. We calculate the global distance and sample the filter with the minimum global distance score. The detailed algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1. Advantages of Local Filter Selection. The conventional pruning methods usually apply the center-based criterion, e.g., l 1 -norm and Euclidean distance to the clustering center. We argue that the center-based criterion may prune the critical filters which are close to the center, and change the original filter distribution. In contrast, the proposed method focuses on keeping the filter diversity as well as preserving filter distribution of the original model. We, therefore, leverage the local geometry as the indicator to search the candidate filters. The candidates with small local power could be replaced by the near neighbors. In this way, after pruning, the Algorithm 1 Local Filter Selection Input: The original weight W l ∈ R C l out ×L l , the prune rate P l for the l-th layer and the nearest neighbor number k. Output: The selected filter subsetT l with the best local power preservation. 1: Initialize the selected subsetT l ← {} 2: Initialize the rest subsetṪ l ← {w l 1 , w l 2 , · · · , w l C l out } 3: Construct an undirected graph G = V, E with the vertex set V = {w l 1 , w l 2 , · · · , w l C l out } and the edge set E are defined as:
Delete node v j * in V and the incident edges from G 10: end while 11: returnT l model could recover the original representation capability.
Filter Weight Decreasing
We could obtain the candidate filter subsetT l by Algorithm 1. One way is to directly remove these filters following the hard pruning methods [Li et al., 2016; Pavlo et al., 2017] by setting the corresponding filter weight to zeros. However, the operation may impact the capacity of the well-trained model, especially when a large proportion of filters is dropped. Although several soft pruning methods, e.g., [He et al., 2018] , propose to leverage the dynamic mask, which do not drop the filter until the training completion, the side effect caused by setting the filter to zeros also compromises the model training process. To solve this problem, we propose a simple but effective strategy to gradually reduce the value of candidate filters. Formally, for the l-th layer, we set the selected filters
The scale of the candidate filter is decreased. Then we fine-tune the network for one epoch. The local geometry score between filters is calculated again, and we re-selected the pruned filters. In other words, the wrong-selected filters are provided more chances to recover the original scale. This 'decreasingfine-tune' process is iteratively performed, till the weights of redundant filters gradually converge to zeros. Advantages of Filter Weight Decreasing. According to the convolution operation, the filter weight decreasing actually decreases the contribution of the selected filter. For instance, the original output is w i x, and the output of the weight decreasing filter is γw i x, where denotes the convolution operation. The contribution of the selected filter is also decreased with γ times. If γ = 0, the filter weight decreasing will equal to the conventional hard pruning methods. If γ = 1, the network will not be pruned. The proposed pruning, therefore, could be viewed as one mild strategy of the hardpruning method. We progressively decrease the contribution of the selected filters, while providing chances of recovering the wrong-selected filters. In Section 4.3, we further provide the ablation study on the effectiveness of the filter weight decreasing.
Experiments
We apply our pruning method on two sorts of CNN-based retrieval applications, i.e., image retrieval and personal reidentification. The following experiments are conducted with two kinds of networks, i.e., VGG-16 [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] and ResNet-50 [He et al., 2016] , on three benchmarks, i.e., Oxford5K [Philbin et al., 2007] , Paris6K [Philbin et al., 2008] , and Market-1501 [Zheng et al., 2015] .
Results on Personal Re-id
Experimental Setting: For the re-id application, following , we deploy ResNet-50 pretrained on Im-ageNet [Deng et al., 2009] as the backbone network and replace the last average pooling layer and fully-connected layer with an adaptive max-pooling layer. We employ triplet loss function [Arandjelović et al., 2018] and SGD to train the network with an initial learning rate lr = 0.001, momentum 0.9 and the batch size of 32. We stop training until the 100-th epoch.
Pruning setting: Three state-of-the-art methods, i.e., [He et al., 2018] , [He et al., 2019], and [Li et al., 2016] are introduced for comparison. Following [He et al., 2018] , all the convolutional layers are pruned with the same pruning rate P at the same time. We test all the comparison pruning methods with P from {10%, 20%, 50%, 90%}. For soft pruning methods, i.e., [He et al., 2018] , [He et al., 2019] , and our method, we prune filters while fine-tuning for 100 epochs. For the hard pruning methods, i.e., [Li et al., 2016] , to conduct a fair comparison, we prune network once and fine-tune it with the same epochs as soft pruning methods. Our method contains two hyper-parameters, i.e., k and γ. We show the results with different neighbor numbers k of {1, 5, 10} and set γ = 0.01 when P 50% and γ = 0.3 when P > 50%, respectively. Results: Table 1 shows the quantitative results. We observe that our method achieves the best performance for almost all the pruning rate P . For example, when pruning 50% filters, our method just increases the top-5 error 0.45%. As the pruning rate increasing, our method obtains much better results than the comparison methods. For instance, our method surpasses other methods over 8% on mAP and 6% on top-1 accuracy respectively, when pruning 90% filters and 88.9% FLOPs 1 have been reduced.
Results on Image Retrieval
Setting: We deploy the same backbone network, i.e., VGG-16, as [Radenović et al., 2018] for image retrieval. We evaluate the pruning methods on models pretrained on the building dataset, i.e., Structure-from-Motion 3D (SfM3D) [Schönberger et al., 2015] . The pretrained model on SfM3D is provided by the author 2 . We follow the conventional pipeline in [Radenović et al., 2018] and extract the multi-scale representations from the images of different scale factors, i.e., { 1 √ 2 , 1, √ 2}. We adopt the contrastive loss function as the fine-tuning objective and use Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] to fine-tune the model with an initial learning rate l 0 = 5 × 10 −6 , exponential decay lr = l 0 exp (−0.01i) over epoch i, momentum 0.9, margin 0.85, and the batch size of 5. Pruning setting: Three state-of-the-art methods are chosen for comparison, i.e., [Li et al., 2016] , [Pavlo et al., 2017], and [He et al., 2018] . Following [Li et al., 2016] , we investigate the pruning sensitivity of each convolutional layer and manually choose the best pruning rates (see Fig. 3 ). For [Pavlo et al., 2017] , which ranks filters through all convolution layers, we set the pruning rate to 0.4. For our method, the hyperparameters k and γ are set to 10 and 0.6, respectively. Results: Table 2 summarizes the comparison results on the Oxford5K and Paris6K datasets. The proposed method arrives competitive results 76.20% mAP on Oxford5K, while the 57.37% FLOPs are reduced. The performance drop is limited with −6.25% mAP. Similar results are observed on Paris6K. When 61.05% parameters are reduced, the pruned model still arrives a competitive performance with other pruning methods, which verifies the effectiveness of our method.
Parameter Sensitivity
The proposed method contains two hyper-parameters, i.e., the number of neighbors k and the weight decreasing level γ. A large k indicates that more neighbor filters are taken into consideration. Meanwhile, the value of γ affects the speed of the weight decreasing. How to determine the value of k ? From Table. 1, we could observe that our method is sensitive to the parameter k. Concretely, if P is relatively small, e.g., P ≤ 20%, a large k value will lead to a better performance. In contrast, a small k value is the first choice for the high-proportion pruning demand, e.g., P ≥ 50%. We speculate that when a small proportion of filters is selected, a large k could utilize more local information without damaging the original filter structure. When we intend to remove a large proportion of filters, the large k may 2 https://github.com/filipradenovic/cnnimageretrieval-pytorch lead to dropping the entire points in the local geometry, which could be avoided by searching the limited local geometry. A small k value, therefore, performs well in this condition. Only the closest neighbor is taken into consideration. The effect of weight decreasing.
To study the importance of parameter γ, we evaluate different γ values from {0.6, 0.3, 0.1, 0.06, 0.03, 0.01} on the Market-1501 dataset under different pruning rates P varying from {10%, 20%, 60%, 90%}. We fix k = 1 in the ablation study. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . We observe that our method is not sensitive to γ when P is small, e.g., P = 10% and P = 20%. In contrast, when a large proportion of parameters is dropped, e.g., P > 50%, the larger γ significantly performs well, which decreases the filter scale slowly. It is consistent with our intuition that the filter weight decreasing helps the model to adapt to the large prune rate. Note that if the value of γ is too large, e.g., γ = 0.6, the network may converge very slowly, and limited filters are decreased to zeros. To compare the results fairly, we use the hard-pruning method to drop the final weights, so the model of γ = 0.6 does not perform well.
Feature Map Visualization
To explore the effectiveness of the proposed method, we further visualize the first convolutional layer feature maps shown in Fig. 5 , where we have pruned 10% of filters and marked the corresponding feature maps with red boxes. These pruned feature maps contain the outlines of the input image, such as straps (2, 31), T-shirts (13, 59), shorts (28), and hat (57). Clearly, these feature maps can be replaced by the remaining ones. For example, straps, T-shirts, shorts, and hats can be replaced by feature maps: (43, 54, 55, et al.) , (11, 42, et al.) , (20, 22 et al.) , and (1, 34, 53, et al.) respectively.
Embedding Feature Analysis
As mentioned above, maintaining the original filter distribution of the network is critical for image retrieval. To study it, we compute the Euclidean distance between the embedding features of the original model and pruned models with 90% Figure 5 : The input image (left) and the visualization of the first convolutional layer feature maps (indexed from 0 to 63) (right). The maps with red boxes are pruned by our method.
filters removed. Our model extracts the most similar features with the baseline model, which indicates that the proposed method is suitable for pruning image retrieval networks.
Conclusion
This paper has proposed a progressive local filter pruning strategy for image retrieval acceleration. Different from the existing global center-based pruning methods, our method seeks to reduce filter redundancy by considering the local relations of filters. Furthermore, the filter weight decreasing allows the pruned model to recover the representation capability, especially when dropping a large proportion of filters.
Compelling results on computation reduction and feature representation maintaining demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
